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ABSTRACT. We study under what conditions on a finite CW complex X is Q(X) 
atomic. 

1. Introduction. Let Q(X) = [.loo~OO(X). In [3] we showed that Q(sr) is atomic at 
p if r ~ 2 and that the universal covering space of Q(Sl) is atomic at p. In this 
paper we study the question of what conditions one must have on a finite complex X 
so that Q( X) is atomic at 2. For example, we show in Theorem 2.5 that Q(~cpn) is 
atomic at 2 for all n. We conjecture that Q(~SX) is atomic at 2 if s ~ 1 and X is 
"stably atomic". We can prove this only when s ~ 2 and X is restricted to a special 
kind of CW-complex. 

The proofs of our results depend heavily on the methods of [3], especially those 
used to prove the stable case. We use algebraic properties of the algebra of Dickson 
invariants in a crucial way in order to use an induction on the skeleta of X. This is 
done in §3. We also note that something different happens when X is no longer 
finite dimensional by showing that Q(~CpOO) is not atomic at 2 (Theorem 2.7). 
Finally, we note the finite cases proved in [3] do not generalize by showing that 
[.ln~n X is not atomic at p unless X is a sphere or a point (Theorem 2.8), although 
[2] gives a different finite analogue. 

A detailed statement of our results is given in §2 and the proofs are given in 
§§3-7. 

2. Statement of results. We first define the term atomic and vanous related 
notions (see also [2, 3]). 

DEFINITION. An (r - I)-connected space Y is called atomic if given any self-map 
f: Y ~ Y such that f *: Hr(Y) --> Hr(Y) is an isomorphism, then f *: H *(Y) ~ 
H *(Y) is an isomorphism. Y is called H-atomic if Y is an H-space and we are given 
only self-H-maps f. Y is called atomic at p, where p is a prime, if Y has the same 
property with all homology groups having Z/pZ coefficients. Y is called H-atomic 
at p if further, Y is an H-space and we are given only self-H-maps f. 

DEFINITION. A connected space X is called stably atomic (stably atomic at p) if 
~S(X) is atomic (atomic at p) for all s ~ O. 
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We first note the following simple proposition. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. If Y is I-connected and OY is H-atomic (H-atomic at p), then Y 
is atomic (atomic at p). 

We will be interested in finding conditions on X that imply that Q(L'X) is 
atomic. Many of our results will be stated in the form: Q( X) is H-atomic at p 
under certain conditions on X. Since OQ(LX) is homotopy equivalent to Q( X), 
Proposition 2.1 then implies that Q(LX) is atomic at p. 

The following proposition gives a necessary condition on X. We prove it in §5. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. If Q(L S X) is atomic at p for some s, then X is stably atomic at p. 

We now assume that p = 2; we presume there are similar theorems for p odd. We 
also assume all homology and cohomology groups have coefficients Z/2Z Before 
stating our main results, we recall H*(Q(X)). Let Qi be the Dyer-Lashof (Kudo-
Araki) operations defined for infinite loop spaces. Let I = (i l , ... , i k ) be a sequence 
of integers with if ,;::; ij + 1 and i l > O. Let Qr = Qi j ••• Qik ' where Qr = id if k = O. 
Let {Xi} be a basis for H*(X). Then H*(Q(X)) = Z/2Z[Qr(xJl. Let i*: H*(X) 
~ H*(Q(X)) and 7T: H*(Q(X)) ~ H*(X) be the natural maps. Let f: Q(X) ~ 
Q( X) be a self-map which induces an isomorphism on the lowest nonvanishing 
homology group. Let x; = 7Tf *i*(xJ. If X is stably atomic at 2, then {x;} is also a 
basis for H *( X). 

We need to put a condition on our CW -complexes X. A CW -complex is called 
special (at 2) if it is 2-homotopy equivalent to a CW -complex X with C *( X) = 

H *( X), that is, if there is a CW -structure with zero boundaries. (Using homology 
decompositions (see Moore [17]) and the fact that Moore spaces for finitely 
generated groups are special, it is not hard to see that a simply-connected CW -com-
plex of finite type is special.) 

In §3 we study the Dickson algebra and prove the following general theorem. 

THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a finite CW-complex, which is special. Assume that X is 
stably atomic at 2. Let f: Q(X) ~ Q(X) be an H-map. Assume that f *(QIx;) = 
QIX; + other terms and that f *(QIQIXi) = QIQIX; + other tems. (Here Xi and x; are 
as above, and other terms mean terms of another filtration in the given basis.) Then f * 
is an isomorphism. 

Since double loop maps commute with QI' we get the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 2.4. Let X be a finite CW-complex, which is special. Assume X is stably 
atomic at 2. Then Q(L S X) is atomic at 2 if s ?> 2. 

In §4, we apply Theorem 2.3 to projective spaces and prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2.5. Q(CP") is H-atomic at 2 for all n. Q(Rp n ) is H-atomic at 2 for 
n * 3 or 7. 

In §5, we apply Theorem 2.3 to prove a general theorem for finite CW -complexes 
X. 
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THEOREM 2.6. Let X be a finite CW-complex which is special and which is stably 
atomic at 2. Assume that all elements of H *( X) are primitive. Furthermore, assume 
H *( X) is a trivial A-module. Then Q( X) is H-atomic at 2. 

On the basis of our results, we offer a conjecture. 
CONJECTURE. Let X be a connected finite CW-complex. Assume X is stably 

atomic at 2. Then Q(~S X) is atomic at 2 if s > 1. 
This conjecture is not true when X is an infinite dimensional CW -complex. In §6 

we use the results of [3] to study Rp oo and Cpoo. 

THEOREM 2.7. Q(~RPOO) and Q(~CpOO) are not atomic at 2. 

The proof of this theorem is a corollary of our discussion of the Kahn-Priddy 
theorem [15] in §6. 

We have studied some finite versions of Q( X) to see if they could be atomic at 2. 
[2] gives our results for Map*(p 3(2), sn), and in §7, we prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2.8. If r2n~nx is atomic at p for n > 2, then H *(X; Z/pZ) = 

H *(pt; Z/pZ) or H *(sq; Z/pZ) for some q. 

3. The Dickson algebra and the proof of 2.3. Let f: Q( X) ~ Q( X) be a 
self-H-map. To show that f *: H *( QX) ~ H *( QX) is an isomorphism it is enough 
to show that the induced map on QH *( QX), the module of indecomposables, is an 
isomorphism. (This is because f * is multiplicative.) 

Let Qk( X) C QH *(QX) be the subspace generated by Dyer-Lashof operations of 
length k on H *(X) modulo those starting with Qo. R[k] denotes the Dyer-Lashof 
operations of length k. Recall [3, §1] that R[k] * = Z/2Z[a1, ... , ad, the algebra of 
Dickson invariants. The following two propositions relate Qk(sr) to the Dickson 
algebra. Here R[kl/(Qo' ... ' Qr) denotes the Dyer-Lashof operations of length k all 
of whose subscripts are > r. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Qk(sr) ~ ~r(R[kl/(Qo' ... , Qr» given by Qi j ••• Qi,(Xr) ~ 
Qi[ +r ... Qi, +r is an isomorphism of A-modules. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. (R[kl/(Qo, ... , Qr»* = (a~+l) C Z/2Z[a1,···, ad· 

3.1 is an easy application of the Nishida formula and 3.2 is proved in the same 
way as Theorem 1.7 of [3]. 

DEFINITION. An d-module is d-atornic if given an d-map f: M ~ M which is an 
isomorphism in the lowest nontrivial dimension, then f is an isomorphism. 

A key fact is the following proposition, which is proved below. 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let M = nk( a;;+ 1) and let f: M ~ M be an d-map such that 
f( a;;+ 1) = a~+ 1 + others for all k. Then f is an isomorphism. In particular, (a~+ 1) is 
d-atomic. 

We now start the proof of Theorem 2.3. Let xr be the r-skeleton of X. Let P(X) 
denote PH*(QX) = QH*(QX)* = nkQk(X)*. We want to show that f*: P(X) 
~ P( X) is an isomorphism. We first want to prove by downward induction that f * 
induces a map fr: P( xr) ~ P( xr). We will then prove by upward induction that fr 
is an isomorphism. Let Qf = Ql ... Ql E R[k]. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Under the hypotheses 012.3, I *(Q~x;) = Q~x; + others. 

PROOF. The hypotheses of 2.3 include this condition for k ~ 2. Assume k > 2, 
and prove this by induction on k. We note that "others" must be primitive. We have 
Sq~Q~Xi = QoQ~~lXi' Since k > 2, no other basis element has this property. Hence, 
I *(Q~Xi) = Q~x; + primitives. 

LEMMA 3.5. Let x E p(xr/xr~l), Ixl = t. Then x E ni>t~r+2 KerSqi. 

PROOF. p(xr/xr~l) = ffip(sr) = ffink~r(a~+l) by Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 
Thus x = a'y with Iyl = t - r. Since (a~+l) is an unstable .#-module, y E 

n i > t~r+2 Ker Sqi. 

LEMMA 3.6.0 ---+ p(xr/xr~l) ---+ p(xr) ---+ p(xr~l) ---+ 0 is exact. 

PROOF. The co fibration xr~l ---+ x r ---+ xr/xr~l induces a fibration Q(xr~l)---+ 
Q( xr) ---+ Q( x r / xr~ 1) and it is easy to see that the Serre spectral sequence of this 
fibration collapses. The lemma now follows. 

LEMMA 3.7. Let 0 =1= x E p(xr~l), IXI = t. Then Sqi(X) =1= 0 lor some i > t - r + 
2. 

PROOF. By Lemma 3.6, either x E p(xr~1/xr~2) or 0 =1= x E p(xr~2). Continue 
in this manner and find s < r such that x projects to a nonzero element in 
P(X,/xs~l). Then 0 =1= SqH(X) E P(xs/xs~l) and hence in p(xr~l). This is 
because P(xs/X'~l) = ffink~S(ak+l) by Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, and Sqt~s is a 
monomorphism in degree t - s of the Dickson algebra [3]. Since s < r, we have 
t - s > t - r. 

We return to the proof of 2.3. We assume that we have Ir: p(xr) ---+ p(xr) which 
is a map of .#-modules. This certainly exists when r = dim X. We want to fill in the 
following diagram by maps of .#-modules: 

() 
---+ 

() 
---+ 

p(xr) ---+ p(xr~l) ---+ 0 

~ 

p(xr) ---+ p(xr~l) ---+ 0 

By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7, 1mB = ni>t~rKerSqi and hence it is preserved by Ir' This 
defines Ir~ 1 on P( xr~ 1) and makes a commutative ladder. By induction we know 
that Ir~l is an isomorphism and thus so is Ir if IrIP(xr/xr~l) is an isomorphism. 
(We write Irl for IrIP(xr/xr~l).) The bottom classes of p(xr/xr~l) are dual to 
Q~Xi and thus by Lemma 3.4, Irl preserves the classes a~+l (at this point we use the 
fact that X is special). By Proposition 3.3, Irl is an isomorphism and the five lemma 
shows that Idim X is an isomorphism, and the proof of 2.3 is complete. 

We now prove Proposition 3.3. The idea of the proof is similar to that of 
Corollary 4.2 of [3]. Let x E nk ( a~+ 1) be in Ker I. Using the techniques of 
Corollary 4.2 of [3], we can find a Steenrod operation a such that a( x) = a r for 
some s and some k, and a(x) E Kerf. However, there is a Steenrod operation 1/; 
such that 1/;(a~+l) = ar and so ar is not in Kerf. 
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4. Q(cpn) and Q(Rpn). We first study Q(Cr). Let X2i E H2Jcpn) be the 
generators. To apply Theorem 2.3 we must show that I *(x 2J = X2i + of, I *(Q1X2J 
= Q1X2i + of, and I *(QIQ1X2J = QIQ1X2i + of for i,;:;; n. ("of" stands for other 
filtrations.) These facts will be proved in Lemmas 4.1-4.5. 

LEMMA 4.1. II I *(x 2J = X2i + 01, then I *(Q2X2n) = Q2X2n + of. Further, il n is 
odd, then I *(Q2x 2n-2) = Q2x2n-2 + of. 

PROOF_ Case 1, n even. IQ2x2nl = 4n + 2, so there are no decomposable elements 
of filtration 2 in that dimension. Hence I *(Q2X2n) = La2iQ4n+2-4ix2i + of. Apply 
Sq~ to get 0 = Lia2iQ4n-4iX2i + of. Hence, a 2i = 0 if i is odd. We now apply Sq! 
to the same equation to get 

1*(Q2x 2n-2) = a 2nQ2 x 2n-2 + La4j(JQ4n-2-8jX4j + Q4n+2-8jX4j-2) + of. 

Apply Sq~ to this last equation to get 

I *(QOX2n - 2) = a2nQOx2n-2 + La4jQ4n-8jX4j-.2 + of. 

Since I *(X 2n - 2) = x 2n - 2 + of and 1* is multiplicative, we see that a 2n = 1 and 
a4j = 0, j < (nI2) - 1. 

Case 2, n odd. As before, apply Sq~ to I *(Q2x2n) to get I *(QOx 2n ) = 
Lia2iQ4n-4ix2i + of. Hence a 2n = 1 and a 2i = 0 if i is odd, i < n. As before, apply 
Sq~Sq! to I *(Q2X2n) to get 0 = La4jQ4n-8jX4j-2 + of. Hence a 4j = 0, j,;:;; 
(n - 1)/2, and we have shown Case 2_ 

Finally, consider 

I *(Q2 X2n-2) = La 2iQ4n-4i-2 X2i + of + bX 2n - 2 . x 2n · 

Apply Sq~ to get 0 = Lia2iQ4n-4i-4x2i + bX2n - 4 . x2n + of. Hence b = 0 and 
a 2i = 0 if i is odd. Now continue as in Case 1. 

LEMMA 4.2. III *(x 2;) = X2i + 01, all i, then I *(Q1X1;) = Q1X2i + 01, all i. 

PROOF. By Lemma 4.1, I *(Q1X2n) = Q1X2n + of. Apply Sq~ to see that 
I *(Q1X2n ) = Q1X 1n + of. We now use downward induction on i. Assume the lemma 
is true for i > k. 

Case 1, k odd. Then Sq!Q1X2(k+l) = Q1x 2k and this case follows easily by 
induction. 

Case 2, k even. I *(Q1x 2k) = Lb1jQ4k+2-4jX2j + decomp.+ of. Apply Sq~ to 
deduce that b2j = 0 if j is odd. Now apply Sq!Sq~ to get 

I *(Q1X2k - 2) = Lb4j [(1 + j)Q4k-3- 8j X4j + Q4k+1-8jX4j-2] + b2kQ1x2k-l + of. 

Case 2a, k == 0 mod 4. Since Sq!X2k+2 = X2k - 2' by induction we have 

I *(Sq~QIX2k+2) = Sq!(Q1X2k +2 + of) = Q1X2k - 2 + of = I *(Q1X2k - 2)· 

Thus b2k = 1 and b4j = 0 if j < k12. Note that X2k+2 exists because k < n. 
Case 2b, k == 2 mod 4. Then Sq!X2k+4 = x2k' Hence the induction hypothesis 

gives I *(Q1X2k ) = I *(Sq~QIX2k+4) = Q1X2k + of. Note that X2k +4 exists as k ,;:;; n 
- 2 if n is even and k ,;:;; n - 3 if n is odd by Lemma 4.1. 
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LEMMA 4.3. If f *(x 2J = X2i + of, all i, then f *(QIQ1X2J = QIQ1X2i + 
decamp. + of. 

PROOF. 

f *( Q2Q2 X2J = LakjrQ2kQ2jX2r + LbkrjsQ2kX2r . Q2jX2s 

+ LCkrjsQ2k+lX2r' Q2j- 1X2s + LdkjrQ2kQ2j+lX2s 

+ squares + (products of length ;:, 3) + of. 

Apply Sq~ Sq; Sq~ to get 

f *( QoQ1x 2k ) = LakjrQ2k-2Q2j-lX2r 

+ LbkrjS [{k + r )Q2k-3X2r' Q2j- 1X2s + (j + s + 1)Q2k-lX2r 

'Q2j-3 X2s +(k + s + 1)Q2k-3x 2r' Q2j- 1X2j 

+ (j + S )Q2k-lX2r' Q2j-3X2S] + (length;:' 3) + of. 

By Lemma 4.2, f *(QOQ1X2J = QOQIX2i + of. Comparing coefficients gives a lli = 1 
and a kjr = 0 otherwise. 

LEMMA 4.4. Let n *- 2t - 1. Iff *(x 2) = X2, thenf *(X2J = X2i + of, all i. 

PROOF. H*(Cpn) ~ H*(QCpn) ~ H*(Qcpn) ~ H*(cpn) is a map of A-mod-
ules. Since H *( CP n) is A -atomic, the lemma follows. 

LEMMA 4.5. Let n = 2t - 1. Iff *(x2) = X2, thenf *(x 2J = X2i + of, all i. 

PROOF. H *( CP n - 1) ~ H *( CP n) ~ H *( QCP n) ~ H *( QCpn) ~ H *( CP n - 1) is 
a map of A-modules. Hence, by Lemma 4.4, this lemma is true for i < n. 1/;(xzJ = 
LX 2i ® X2n - 2i . We have that 

1/;f *(x 2n ) = Lf *(x 2J ® f *(X 2n - 2J = LX2i ® X2n - 2i + others. 

The only elements having this diagonal are X2n + of or LX 2i . X2n-2i + others. If 
the latter, then apply Sq~ to get 0 = QOX2'-2 + others. Since only Qzx z' -2 goes to 
QOX2'-2 by Sq~ besides X2'-2 . X2" we have f *(x 2n ) = LX 2i . X2n - 2i + Q2X2'-Z + 
others. Apply Sq~ to get 0 = 0 + Q1X 2,-Z + others and others cannot cancel 
Q1X 2'-2' Hence the lemma is proved. 

We now study Q(Rpn). The proof is very analogous to that for Q(cpn) and we 
state the appropriate lemmas and give a short outline of the proof of each. 

LEMMA 4.6. Iff *(xJ = Xi + of, then f *(Q1xn) = Q1xn + of. Further, if n is odd, 
thenf *(Q1Xn - 1) = QlXn- l + of. 

PROOF. Case 1, n even. f *(Q1x n) = LaiQ2n-2i+lXi + of. Apply Sq~ to deduce 
ai = 0 if i is odd. Then apply Sq~Sq~ to deduce that an = 1 and a 2j = 0 if 2j < n. 

Case 2, n odd. Apply Sq~ to deduce that ai = 0 for i odd, i < n, and an = 1. 
Apply Sq~ to deduce that a 2j = 0, 2j:::;; n - 1. Finally, consider f *(Q1Xn - 1). 
Apply Sq~ to deduce that b = 0 and a i = 0 for i odd, and then continue as in Case 
1. 
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PROOF. By Lemma 4.6, this is true for i = n. Assume true for i > k. 
Case 1, k odd. Since Sq~QlXk+l = QlX k , this case follows immediately by 

downward induction. 
Case 2, k even. f*(Qlx k ) = LbjQ2k-2j+lXj + decomp.+ of. Apply Sq~ to de-

duce that bj = 0 if j is odd. Now apply Sq~ + Sq~Sq~ to deduce b2j = 0 but we 
cannot conclude that bk = 1 because (Sq~ + Sq~Sq~)(Xk_l . Xk+2) = QOXk- l . 

Case 2a, k = 2 mod 4. Then Sq!QlXk+2 = QlXk and we use "further" in Lemma 
4.6 and induction. 

Case 2b, k = 0 mod 4. Apply Sq~ to f *(QlXk) and Sq! to f *(QlXk +l) to show 
no decomp. appear and hence b k = 1. 

LEMMA 4.8. If f *(QlxJ = QlXi + decomp. + of, then f *(QlQlXi) = QlQlXi + 
decomp. + of. 

PROOF. Case 1, i odd. f *(QlQlXJ = aQlQlxi + others. Apply Sq~ to deduce that 
a = 1 because Sq~(QIXi . Q2 Xi) = QOXi . Q2Xi' 

Case 2, i even. f *(QlQ2X;) = Lai-jQlQ2+2jXi-j + bQ3Q3Xi-l + LCQJXj + 
decomp. + of. Apply Sq!Sq~ to deduce a i = 1 by Case 1. 

LEMMA 4.9. Let n =1= 2t - 1. Iff *(xl ) = Xl' thenf *(xJ = Xi + of, all i. 

PROOF. The proof is the same as for Lemma 4.4. 

LEMMA 4.10. Let n = 2t - 1, t ~ 4. Iff *(x 1) = Xl' thenf *(X;) = Xi + of, all i. 

PROOF. The proof of 4.5 does not generalize to the real case. For example, if 
n = 3, then X3 + Xl . x 2 + (X l )3 + QlXI could be in Kerf *. (Indeed, there is a 
homotopy equivalence g: "2. 2RP3 ~ "2. 2(Rp 2 U S3) and thus Q(RP3) is homotopy 
equivalent to Q(RP2 U S3) by a map Q2Q(g).) We first prove that f * is an 
isomorphism in dimensions < n. The first step in the proof of Lemma 4.5 works, so 
we know that f *(x;) = Xi + of for i < n. Then we note that the proof of Lemma 4.6 
shows that if f *(xi) = Xi + of for i < n, then f *(QlXn- l ) = QlX n - l + of. Using 
this, we note that the induction in the proof of Lemma 4.7 still works in dimensions 
< n, as does the proof of 4.8. Next, we examine the proof of 2.3 in §3. The 

induction which constructs fr is correct in our case and the only step that fails is the 
induction from X n- l to X n , and it fails for Qo(xn), i.e. it fails first in dimension n. 

If Kerf * = 0 in dimension n, Lemma 4.10 is proved. If Kerf * =1= 0 in dimension 
n, then an element of the form y = xn + LXi' x n- i + others E Kerf *. As in the 
proof of 3.2 in [2], we let M be the mapping telescope of f and let f': Q(Rpn) ~ M. 
Let F be the fibre of f'. F is (n - I)-connected and hence y E Kerf * is a spherical 
element. By taking an adjoint of this spherical class we see that the top cell of Rpn is 
stably spherical and this can only happen in Hopf invariant 1 cases, i.e. when t ~ 3 
(see [13]). 

5. Proofs of Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.6. We first prove Proposition 2.2. It is 
enough to prove that "2.NX is atomic for large N. Let g: "2.NX ~ "2.NX be such that 
g * is an isomorphism on the bottom dimension, but g *: H *("2. NX) ~ H *("2. NX) is 
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not an isomorphism, Let x E H *( X), x '* 0, g *( 0' NX ) = 0, Choose N > sand 
N> Ixi- Then g induces f = Q(g): Q~NX -> Q~NX such that f * is an isomor-
phism on the bottom dimension, but f * is not an isomorphism because H *(Q~NX) 
= H *(~NX) if * ~ 100Nxl. Hence f is not a homotopy equivalence at p and thus 
fJN-sf is also not a homotopy equivalence at p. 

We now examine an attempt to prove the conjecture in §2, If we assume that every 
element of H *( X) is primitive, i.e. that H*( X) has no nontrivial cup products, then 
the proof of Lemma 3.4 shows that we only need assume that f *(Q1X;) = Q1X; + 
others terms to apply the argument for Theorem 2.3, We now show that the 
assumptions of Theorem 2.6 are enough to prove this. Let IXil = 2s mod 2,,+1. Then 
Sq 2Q2'Xi = QOxi. Since x; is not in the image of any Steenrod operation, we get 
f *(Q2'X;) = Q2'X; + others. Apply Sq~Sq~ ... Sqr- 1 to this equation to get 
f *(Q1 X;) = Q1X; + others. This proves Theorem 2.6. 

A more delicate analysis would show that we can weaken the assumptions of 
Theorem 2.6, but the results are fragmentary. 

6. Analogues of the Kahn-Priddy theorem. Let X have the homotopy type of a 
connected CW-complex of finite type. If X is not I-connected, we assume that X is 
an H-space. The following lemma is easily proved using the Whitehead theorem. 

LEMMA 6.1. Iff: X -> Y and g: Y -> X, with (gf)* an isomorphism in the bottom 
dimension and X atomic at p, then X is a retract of Y at p. 

Theorem 2.7 and the Kahn-Priddy theorem follow from the following corollary. 
(Q A(Sl) denotes the universal covering space of Q(Sl).) 

COROLLARY 6.2. Let (1) gl: Q(~RPOO) -> Q A(Sl), (2) g2: Q(~CpOO) -> SU, and 
(3) g3: Map*(p 4(2), S5) -> fJ6S3 be maps which induce isomorphisms on the first 
non vanishing homotopy group of the domain. Then there exist maps fi such that gJ is 
a homotopy equivalence at 2. 

PROOF. Since all three ranges of gi are atomic at 2, it suffices to exhibit maps fi 
and then apply Lemma 6,1. (Q A(Sl) is atomic at 2 by (3), fJ6S3 is atomic at 2 by 
(2), and it is easily checked that SU is atomic at 2,) To define f1' consider the second 
stable Hopf invariant h 2: Q(Sl) -> Q(D2(Sl» (14). D2(Sl) is homotopy equivalent 
to 'i:.Rp oo and Q(Sl) is homotopy equivalent to Sl X Q A(Sl), Then f1 is the 
composite Q A(Sl) -> Q(Sl) -> Q(D2). It is immediate that gd1 induces an iso-
morphism on 'lT2' Note that f1 is not an H-map. 

To define f2' use the adjoint of James' stable retraction in (12). Then g2f2 induces 
an isomorphism on 'lT3. Note that f2 is not an H-map. 

To define f3' use the lift of the second Hopf invariant given in Lemma 3.1 of [6]. 
Again gd3 induces an isomorphism on 'lT1. 

To apply Corollary 6.2, we need to know that the gi exist. To obtain gl' use the 
extension of 'i:.Rp oo -> Q(Sl) obtained by taking the adjoint of J. H. C. Whitehead's 
map Rp oo -> Qo(So). To obtain g2' use the extension of ~Cpoo -> SU given in 
[13]. The construction of g3 is the main result of [7]. 
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We remark that one point of Corollary 6.2 is that the maps gi (and /;) are 
essentially arbitrary. In particular, gi may not necessarily be an H-map. Kahn and 
Priddy [14, 15], J. F. Adams [1], and P. Loeffler and N. Ray [16] use a map gl which 
is an infinite loop map. The map gz can be traced to the work of I. M. James [12]. 
Later, G. Segal [18] proved that BU is a retract of Q(Cp OO ), and this follows by 
looping gz. Since gz induces an isomorphism on rational homotopy, it follows that 
the other factor of QC20CpOO) has finite homotopy groups. 

7. Theorem 2.8 and product decompositions. In this section, all spaces X are 
localized at p and are assumed to be of finite type over Z(p). Our main result is the 
following theorem. 

THEOREM 7.1. If 20 z X is not homotopy equivalent to a sphere or a point, then Q20 2 X 
admits a nontrivial product decomposition up to homotopy. 

This theorem was known to Cohen, Moore, and N eisendorfer and they gave a 
proof in an unpublished computation [9]. Some analogous decompositions and 
related applications are given in [5 and 10]. We note that Theorem 2.8 is an 
immediate corollary. 

We first set up some notation and prove two lemmas. We require maps 13k : 

(~X)[k] -+ (~X)[k], where y[k] denotes the k-fold smash product of the space y. 
Let Ok: y[k] -+ y[k] denote the cyclic permutation (1, k, k - 1, ... ,2) and recall 
that [(~X)[k]; Z] is a group for k ~ 1. Define 13k inductively by setting 13z = 1 - 0z 
and 13k+l = (lA13k) - (13k Al)· Ok· 

LEMMA 7.2 (DYNKIN-SPECHT-WEVER RELATION). 13k*13k* = k13k*. 

PROOF. Let M = jj.(~X)[k] and [a, b] = a ® b - (_l)lallblb ® a in M ® M. By 
definition, we have 

The lemma now follows from the computation in the proof of Theorem 8 of [11, p. 
169]. 

Let Lk(~X) and Mk(~X) denote the mapping telescopes of 13k and k - 13k 
respectively. Define CPk: (~X)[k] -+ Lk(~X) V Mk(~X) to be the composite 
(~X)[k] -+ (~X)[k] V (~X)[k] -+ Lk(~X) V Mk(~X). By Lemma 7.2, CPk* induces 
an isomorphism on H. ( ; Z[l/kJ). Thus as in [4], we have proved the following 
lemma. 

LEMMA 7.3. If (k, p) = 1, then CPk is a homotopy equivalence. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 7.1. We shall exhibit a loop map Q(w): Q~Lk(~X) -+ Q~zX 
and a map h: Q~zX -+ Q~Lk(~X) such that h . Q(w) induces an isomorphism on 
H.() if (k,p) = 1. Thus Q~Lk(~X) is a p-Iocal retract of Q~2x. We will show 
that Q~z X is homotopy equivalent to Q~Lk(~X) X Z for some Z. To prove 
Theorem 7.1, we must check that Lk(~X) is more highly connected than ~X and 
that jj.Lk(~X) is nontrivial. But Lk(~X) is a retract of (~X)[k] and so it is more 
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highly connected than ~x. Also, if ~X is not a sphere or a point, there exist at least 
two elements u and v in II * ~ X. Then ad k -l( v)( u) is a nonzero element of 
II *Lk(~X), 

Next we show that n~2 X splits. Let F be the homotopy fibre of wand let 7T: 
n~2 X -+ F be the natural map obtained from the Barratt-Puppe sequence. There is 
a morphism of fibrations: 

n~Lk(~X) 
h·O(w) 

n~Lk(~X) -+ 

Q(w)! ! 
n~2x 

."xh 
F X n~Lk(~x) -+ 

'17! ! 
F -+ F 

and so 7T X h induces a homology isomorphism. 
Now we exhibit n(w) and h. Consider the Freudenthal suspension E: ~X-+ 

Q~2X and the k-fold Samelson product adk- 1(E)(E): (~X)[kl -+ n~2x. Notice 
that this map induces the map f3 k* in homology. Thus if (k, p) = 1, then 
adk-1(E)(E) restricted to Lk(~X) induces an isomorphism from H *Lk(~X) to 
the Lie tensors of length k. Let n(w): n~Lk(~X) -+ Q~2X be the canonical 
multiplicative extension of the induced map adk- 1(E)(E): Lk(~X) -+ Q~2x. Fi-
nally, we construct g: ~n~2x -+ ~n~Lk(~X) such that g' ~n(w) induces a 
homology isomorphism. It follows from Lemma 1.6 in [8] that there is a map h such 
that h ' n(w) is an equivalt"nce. To construct g, recall that ~Q~2X is homotopy 
equivalent to ~(V j;;.l (~X)[jl). Pinch the spaces (~X)[jl to a point if j *' 0 mod k 
to obtain a map ~Q~2X--+ ~(Vj;;'l(~X)[jkl). Next, observe that by Lemma 7.3, 
(~X)[jkl is homotopy equivalent to (Lk(~X) V Mk(~X))[jl. Project (~X)[jkl to 
(Lk(~X))[jl. The composite of these maps gives g: ~n~2x -+ ~n~Lk(~X) which 
by inspection has the property that g . ~n(w) induces a homology isomorphism. 
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